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ABOUT US
B iMoo ,  a  canad ian  company ,  o f f e r s  f un ,  t he rapeu t i c  and  co lo r i ng  

t ab lec lo ths  and  p lacema ts  t ha t  f os te r  t he  deve lopmen t  and  c rea t i v i t y  o f  

ch i l d ren ,  adu l t s  and  sen io r s .

As seen on the TV show  
 

DANS L'OEIL
DU DRAGON

- Quality time with children

- Stimulate imagination and creativity

- Colorable and washable

- Multilingual and educational

- Make mealtime easier

- Ecological, OEKO-TEX certified

- Canadian illustrators

BENEFITS

Order online at www.bimoo.ca
For more information, please write 

to us at info@bimoo.ca 



I like to think that you learn from everything and that you build
yourself up over time.

This is reflected in my varied professional background. I first
worked for 15 years in accounting, but my desire to be an
entrepreneur has always been very strong. This idea to
surpass myself, to take on new challenges and to help people
has always driven me. BiMoo was born from this desire in
2018.

My role as a mother has contributed a lot to this. The idea for the tablecloths came to me during
very difficult family meals. Feeding my 23-month-old son was no small task at the time! It must be
said that the assertiveness stage is not the easiest to live with. During these meals, my tablecloth
decorated with insects attracted my son's curiosity and, while he was looking at and playing with
the patterns, I managed to feed him.

This is how the idea of having tablecloths with varied and attractive patterns would make
children's meals much more enjoyable and fun for both children and parents.
One thing leading to another, I decided to launch this project  to help parents to entertain their
children other than with digital tools.

However, launching a product accessible to the greatest number of people is one thing, but doing
it intelligently while respecting the environment and responding to a need is even better.
In this sense, ecology has always been at the center of my concerns. That's why, from the
beginning, I wanted my products to be eco-responsible to protect children's health but also to limit
consumption and be more respectful of the Earth. Thus, my tablecloths are certified OEKO-TEX
and BSCI. They are washable, therefore reusable.

Today, we have more than 18 different tablecloth models, recently arrived placemats and a
diverse clientele including children, adults and seniors. I also like to collaborate with artisans from
my region and put the spotlight on them to share our beautiful cultural heritage. Thus, each
tablecloth model has been created by an illustrator from Canada. 

I will let you discover the world of BiMoo and the models of tablecloths and placemats available.

With love,

Julie Blais, FOUNDER OF 
 BIMOO

https://emojiterra.com/fr/feuille-derable/


TABLECLOTH # B1010 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2010 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

PLACEMAT # B3010 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT

FANTASTY
Discover the fantastic world of unicorns, princesses, knights and dragons

 

EDUCATIONAL AND TRILINGUAL
French, English and Spanish

 
WASHABLE AND REUSABLE
For use with washable markers

 
ECOLOGICAL

100% OEKO-TEX certified polyester
 

COLOR
White

 
MAINTENANCE

Easy care: washer-dryer
 

TABLECLOTH
The tablecloths are single layer and are 

printed on one side only
 

PLACEMAT
The placemats have two layers and are 

printed on both sides and have a cord to tie 
them.



TABLECLOTH # B1011 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2011 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

PLACEMAT # B3011 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT

TRANSPORT
Discover the modes of transportation while playing with the little cars on the road

 



TABLECLOTH # B2020 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

PLACEMAT # B3020 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

CATS AND DOGS
What are cats and dogs thinking? Let the children imagine and write down their own ideas

 

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides 

TABLECLOTH

# B1017 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2017 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

BIRTHDAY
A wealth of elements to color, plus a

space to write the name and age of the
birthday child

 



TABLECLOTH # B1016 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2016 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

Learn and color all the countries and oceans of the world for hours of fun
 

GRAFFITI
Get kids to express themselves at any age!

 

PLACEMAT # B3021 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides 

WORLD MAP (in French only)

HOP
E



TABLECLOTH # B1018 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2018 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

Learn about the planets, how they revolve around the sun and the concept of day and night
 

ALPHABET
Learn the 26 letters of the alphabet and reproduce

them on the tablecloth in upper and lower case
 

PLANETS

TABLECLOTH

# B2006 (45x45in - 114x114cm) 
MSRP 39,95$

ABC
DEF



ANIMALS

VEGETABLES
 

TABLECLOTH # B2022 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 

THE FARM

TABLECLOTH # B2021 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

TABLECLOTH # B2023 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

- Find the elements that are blue
- Count the sheep
- What animal is under the cows?
- Find an animal that flies
- Etc.

- Find the elements that are yellow
- Count the starfish
- Which animal is to the right of the pirate?
- Which animal has a trunk?
- Etc.

- T- Find the elements that are red
- Count the peppers
- Which vegetables are to the left of the bowl?
- How many syllables are in "tomato"?
- Etc.

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 



TABLECLOTH # B2024 (45x45in - 114x114cm)  MSRP 39,95$

NUMBERS
with dinosaurs 

- Learn to count dinosaurs to 10
- See how big dinosaurs were compared to
humans
- Which dinosaur is pink?
- Which dinosaurs are herbivores?
- Etc.

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 

- Draw me the mouth of your current emotion
- Tell me a story about the proud monster
- Mime the excited monster
- What emotion are you feeling today?
- Etc.

(In French only)

Learn the parts of the human body, 
understand digestion, play "John Says

TABLECLOTH

# B2025 (45x45po - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

CORPS HUMAIN

Learn to pronounce sounds correctly in 
addition to learning bugs!

A downloadable guide is available online

PHONOLOGICAL 
AWARENESS

TABLECLOTH
# B2026 (45x45po - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

(In French only)



UA tablecloth hung on the wall to practice your yoga session at
home, at the day-care center, at school, etc.

Color it, wash it and repeat!
 

YOGA

TABLECLOTH

EMOTIONS

TABLECLOTH # B2015 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

- Draw me the mouth of your current emotion
- Tell me a story about the proud monster
- Mime the excited monster
- What emotion are you feeling today?
- Etc.

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 

# B2029 (45x45po - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$



EMOTIONS
- Draw me the mouth of your current emotion
- Tell me a story about the proud monster
- Mime the excited monster
- What emotion are you feeling today?
- Etc.

Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to
facilitate learning.

 

EASTER
Color, count eggs or name animals

TABLECLOTH
# B2027 (45x45po - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

PLACEMAT
# B3027 (11,8x17,7po - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides 

HALLOWEEN
Coloring and counting candy

NEW
2023

TABLECLOTH

PLACEMAT

# B2028 (45x45po - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

# B3028 (11,8x17,7po - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides 



TABLECLOTH
# B1009 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2009 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

What could be more unifying than a Christmas tablecloth to celebrate this tradition with your family?
 

CHRISTMAS
Early childhood models feature colorful illustrations to

facilitate learning.
 

PLACEMAT # B3009 (11,8x17,7po - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides 



TABLECLOTH # B1013 (60x90in - 152x229cm) MSRP 59,95$
# B2013 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

MANDALA
Drawings to introduce

children, adults or seniors to
the benefits of coloring:

 

PLACEMAT # B3013 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT

- Quality time
- Stimulate imagination and creativity
- Relaxation
- Maintain dexterity
- Reduce the risk of developing
cognitive disorders
- Improve mood and calm the mind
- Socialization
- Etc.



PLACEMAT # B3019 (11,8x17,7in - 30x45cm) MSRP 19,95$

BACKFRONT Same design on both sides

TABLECLOTH # B2019 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

TABLECLOTH # B2014 (45x45in - 114x114cm) MSRP 39,95$

A tablecloth created by a woman for women from 10 to 100 years old
Beige lines for more softness in daily activities: reading, friendship, bath, etc.

 

DREAM

Drawing of a reminiscence of the time for people who lived in the countryside
 

LANDSCAPE
 



20 with pictures /
20 with words

Total per box: 40
 

Set of 40 trilingual magnets  MSRP 24,95$

BACKFRONT

# B4000 Jungle # B4001 Sea # B4002 Farm

# B4003 Emotions # B4004 Vegetables # B4007 Numbers

Emballage

5 x 5 cm

BO



"We loved the product!!
It combines relaxation, dexterity maintenance and socialization. My

caregiver really enjoyed working with your product. She even
suggested adding drawings of familiar objects (tree, sun, house,
etc.) as well as putting the name of the color under or near the

object. She could have the child read the color and ask him or her
to find the correct marker and then color the object. This can be a

great way to work on memory!
 

The size of the drawings should be quite large (like the Mandala
tablecloth which has 5-7-10 cm drawings) as it is easier for people
with visual impairments and more limited dexterity. It's much better

than drawing on 8 1/2 x 11 sheets of paper, people can color
outside the lines, it's not a big deal and it doesn't mess up the whole

table. "
 

Customer testimonials
 

Testimony of Sonia Morin, President and CEO of Les
Quartiers A inc. – Maison Marie Fitzbach, residence

for seniors
 

bimoocie bimoocie

www.bimoo.ca
 

"The Bimoo coloring tablecloth was much appreciated by my 3
years old son. The illustrations are fun and cute. It is a good

opportunity to discover the letters while having fun in 3 languages.
Washable markers make it super easy to wash the tablecoth in the
washing machine. It comes out as good as new and is ready to be

beautifully colored again."
 

Testimony of Zéphyrine Lajonc
 

https://www.facebook.com/bimoocanada/
https://www.instagram.com/bimoocanada/

